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NAME  SYMPTOM 
COUNTERVIBRATION

BOT
TLES

CON
TEN
TS

NOTES

WIN VIR 97-98 WINTER VIRUS V Previous year's combination sprayed to look like flu. Sometimes seen in subsequent years
FAL COF 98 FALL COUGH VB Previous year's combination sprayed to look like flu. Sometimes seen in subsequent years.
WIN YUK 98-99 WINTER YUK V Previous year's combination sprayed to look like flu. Sometimes seen in subsequent years

99 EP 99 EPIDEMIC VB Flu-like symptoms in 25% of the population are 4 viruses and 2 bacteria.  May ALSO need EDB, ZINC CHLORIDE, ASPERGILLUS 
FUMIGATUS

ANT DIS ANTENNA DISSOLVE C When you have been hit by too many chemtrails and absorbed specific materials, your body becomes an antenna for broadcasts 
you don't want to receive. This remedy dissolves the chemical antenna material.

ASP FUM ASPERGILLIS 
FUMIGATUS F Aspergillis has several forms. This form found in chemtrails and hospitals. Respiratory illnesses are well known to have this content 

from hospitals.

BRN WI BRAIN WAVE 
INTEGRITY MVB

An antidote to broadcasted signals that interrupt the thalamus and all memory processes. It becomes hard to remember systems, 
numbers, time, etc. The interruption even goes deeper to the very foundation of what you love and why. The depth of 
disassociation causes an anger and confusion so pervasive in the life that the subject has trouble identifying why they are upset. 
Physically there is a thick feeling in the head, sometimes a sore throat, sometimes a cough and sometimes a runny nose. Although 
technically different, this remedy belongs in the category of chemtrails.

CON ALG CONTRAIL 
ALLERGIES BF The symptoms are like magnified allergies. They include pink-eye like symptoms. The eyes become red, scratchy and goopy 

overnight. Sinuses run similar to colds and there are emotional swings.

CON ANM CONTRAIL ANEMIA C One of the many emissions from airplanes. The combination affects lungs, kidneys, spleens and lymph. It depletes lymph, blood, 
vitamin B2 and lungs. The blood and defense system are left weak and anemic.

CON ANG CONTRAIL ANGER VB Combination that "eats" the liver and white blood cells simultaneously so that anger often accompanies both digestive difficulties 
and immune loss.

CON ATX CONTRAIL ANTHRAX BC A new strain of anthrax dumped via the mysterious jets flying purposeful patterns over the population

CON COF CONTRAIL BASE 
COUGH CB For people often infected by contrails, the residual of the base material forms a constant cough that simply doesn't want to go 

away. This remedy is designed to nullify the deepest carriers of the former infections.

CON BDR CONTRAIL BRAIN 
DRY CVB

Like most chemtrail dumps, this produces tiredness and various degrees of coughing, depending on pre-existing respiratory 
conditions. Part of the contents are a flu, but the chemicals and bacteria in the mix make it feel like a dry flu. One person said the 
congestion feels like a brain gap.

CON CRZ CONTRAIL CRAZY VBC A specific combination of pathogens planned to make people feel out of sorts, paranoid, depressed and very confused. The 
description is stronger than the feeling for some and too mild for others.

CON DES CONTRAIL 
DESPONDENCY CVB Makes person tired, apathetic and very irritated. Uncharacteristic thoughts of suicide often arise.

CON DRY CONTRAIL DRY CBV
This contrail combination dries up lips, inner mucous areas and organs by reversing the polarity of the blood so that the blood 
gradually dies as it dehydrates. It's like being crammed into a large microwave and being cooked at a slow rate. Give this a high 
priority.

CON FE CONTRAIL FE GAS 1-2 C Essentially this is a mustard gas-like combination. It sears the lung, causes intestinal burning, fogs the brain and feels like a severe 
flu.

CON F13 CONTRAIL FRIDAY 
13TH FEVER BV Those afflicted feel like they were hit by a truck, have a stiff neck, diarrhea and/or vomiting with a fever.

CON FUS CONTRAIL FUSE VFC
Another dumping, this time with the intention of breaking down the blood/brain barrier so that we are susceptible to multiple 
infections. We see this as a fuse to a plague-like dropping to come later. Current symptoms are headaches, flu-like malaise, 
sniffles and stuffiness, often only on one side of the nose. Some subjects take on a squint with eyes.

CON KID CONTRAIL KIDNEYS BF Further dross of contrails - Pseudomonas Aeruginosa #3 bound by Fusiform Fungus in the kidneys. Sore mid back, dull pain over 
kidneys
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CON LTH CONTRAIL 
LETHARGY C

This represents a stronger effort by the perpetrators in a serious infection started in 2004. The elements thicken and poison blood. 
The symptoms are tiredness sometimes to the point of bedridden. Flu like symptoms of runny nose, respiratory congestion and 
intestinal upset are not consistent from one person to the next. You feel like you aged overnight when you are so deeply exhausted 
and can't see fun in life.

CON MB3 CONTRAIL MIGHTY 
BAD 3 2-4 C It seems to break down brain tissue most causing despair and isolation (like a severe case of bacteria fragilis)

CON NRV CONTRAIL NERVE 
VIRUS V Another dump from airplanes.  Especially affects lung nerves, but also central nervous system to all the organs so that there is 

weakness in organ function.

CON OWY CONTRAIL OWYS VBC
The symptoms of this chemtrail combination start in the throat with big lumps and soreness. The infection moves to the sinus and 
causes a very runny nose. It settles into the abdomen with intense spasms. If untreated it will last for 3-4 weeks and then become a 
malaise time bomb until the next group reactivates the symptoms.

CON PAN CONTRAIL BC Further dross from the contents of contrails - Pseudomonas Aeruginosa #3 with Zinc Chlorate.  Mimics a hiatal hernia.

CON PNM CONTRAIL 
PNEUMONIA B For those repeatedly infected by contrail/chemtrails

CON SG CONTRAIL SINUS 
GRIPPE VB Sinuses feel like iron. There is also non-stop congestion, sore throat, runny nose and eyes. For some, anger comes too easily.

CON SIN CONTRAIL SINUS 
PLUS VBC A dumping that causes severe sinus problems plus goes into the respiratory system. The ingredients are not things you want your 

system to try to fight off itself, because our bodies currently have no mechanism for disposing of these elements.

CON TRD CONTRAIL THYROID 5-6 C A contrail that seems to silently bring radioactive material from the sky into thyroids. No immediate symptom has been identified. 
Over time thyroids are less productive. Subjects gain weight and become tired more often.

CON VIR CONTRAIL VIRUS BV Actually Mycoplasma Incognitus.  The same culprit found in the Desert Storm sickness is suddenly showing up in the contrails of 
US planes over the world

CON VG CONTRAIL VIRUS 
GLOB BV

A glycerol that eats tissue and plastic bags that have been used to collect them. They look like hail but do not melt when the
temperature goes as high as 49 degrees Fahrenheit. They carry viruses that release on time delays. All the components mimic the
flu with head/ intestinal nausea, coughing and usually send people to bed with general weakness.

COF LT COUGH A LOT VT Chemtrail yuk. Symptoms are primarily respiratory like Pneumonic Plague. Air conditioning makes worse.

COF AGN COUGH AGAIN                                       VBC The European version of strong chemtrails sprayed in fall, 2008. Symptoms are unrelenting cough, voice loss and flu-like malaise.

COF COF COUGH COUGH VT Chemtrail yuk. Symptoms are primarily respiratory like Pneumonic Plague. Air conditioning makes worse.

EDB ETHYLENE 
DIBROMIDE C Pesticide affecting respiratory area and breaking down immune system. Known for eye & skin irritation, liver clogging. Part of 99 

contrail spraying.

FAL GRP FALL GRIPPE 2002 VBF It looks like a cold. It feels like a cold. It is not a cold. Another chemtrail with runny nose, sneezing, occasional to frequent cough. 
Lymph and lung tissue swell, making breathing difficult at night.

GOV SSF
GOVERNMENT 
SEQUEL - SPANISH 
FLU

VB In Aug, 2002 another series of chemtrail maladies started with the normal respiratory coughing, sore throat, tiredness, nausea, eye 
achiness, spine weakness.

HDV HAARP DISRUPTER 
VIRUS V Created wave length/pulse that triggers disease inside body by acting as a virus itself and combining/locking other 

virus/bacteria/fungus combinations

HEV CEM HEAVY CHEMSMOKE CBV Summer 2001 chemtrail combination with an unusual pervading respiratory and sinus infection that travels to the brain and clogs it. 
Heavy feeling in chest, cold like feeling in sinus and thick feeling in head.

MLS 1 MALAISE ANTIDOTE 
1 3-5 VB Part of the new chemtrails of a pathogen wrapped in a bacterial envelope and enzyme that carries the pathogen into the DNA as if 

it were a miasmic disease.  In this instance there is constant tiredness, stiffness in neck and upper back plus an achy spine.

MLS 2 MALAISE ANTIDOTE 
2 3-5 B

Part of the new chemtrails of a pathogen wrapped in a bacterial envelope and enzyme that carries the pathogen into the DNA as if 
it were a miasmic disease. The malaise moves from chests to lungs producing different colored phlegm. There is sore throat, post 
nasal drip, bad taste in the mouth and shortness of breath.
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MLS 3 MALAISE ANTIDOTE 
3 3-5 VB Part of the new chemtrails of a pathogen wrapped in a bacterial envelope and enzyme that carries the pathogen into the DNA as if 

it were a miasmic disease. Subjects report watery eyes, intestinal upset and urge to vomit.

MLS 4 MALAISE ANTIDOTE 
4 4-5 MVB

Part of the new chemtrails of a pathogen wrapped in a bacterial envelope and enzyme that carries the pathogen into the DNA as if 
it were a miasmic disease. Subjects report mild symptoms except for leg muscle pains and contractions. There is usually some 
constipation and low electrolytes.

MIL AID MILLENNIUM AID VBC Chemtrail bombings on the US.  Causes great tiredness and highly decreased immune system. Does not go away by itself.
MIL BUG MILLENNIUM BUG VBC This year's combination that looks like the flu, but isn't specifically a flu (actually no flu in it).Pneumonia, chemicals, bacteria.

MIL COF MILLENNIUM COUGH VF Combination of nerve virus and fungus that keeps you coughing and coughing and coughing.  Same fungus that causes Valley 
Fever.

MIL FAL MILLENNIUM VB Headaches, cough, nausea, intermittent fevers/chills that makes you want to stay in bed and forget the world. Flu "look-alike"
MIL MAL MILLENNIUM VB Flu like nausea that makes you feel generally sick, but not immobile.

MIL TIR MILLENNIUM TIRED CVB First seen on July 4, 2000 when the US was bombed on Independence Day. Although tiredness is common to most bombings, 
people are described as almost falling asleep while standing. A mild cough, lymph blockage and fuzziness also present.

MIS BRK MISSOURI BREAKS BV
The birth of a government-made, class IV hemorrhagic fever spread by chemtrails (stronger than Yellow Fever and Dengue Fever). 
Symptoms start with vomiting, diarrhea, followed by voice loss, all of which last for 24-72 hours. Then comes the headaches, sinus 
drippage, respiratory distress, fevers, weakness and back ache (as the kidneys begin to close).

O PHOS O ORGANOPHOSPHAT
ES OXIDIZED C Dangerous bug/pest sprays that block brain dendrites, liver functions and life functions in general.

PPX NRV PARA POX NERVES

One of the government experiments that creates a rash of red dots on the arms, legs, midrift and face.They seem impervious to 
natural or drug infection fighters. As the issue progresses white pustules form in the dot areas, resembling Bubonic Plague 
appearance. As the remedy pushes the infection out the pustules may initally enlarge and then dissappear. You can take this 
aggressively. 

PSEUD 1 PSEUDOMONAS 
AERUGINOSA #1 B Variety of bacteria most known for respiratory distress

PSEUD 2 PSEUDOMONAS 
AERUGINOSA #2 B Variety of bacteria most known for respiratory distress

PSEUD 3 PSEUDOMONAS 
AERUGINOSA #3 B Variety of bacteria most known for respiratory distress

PRP BLT PURPLE BLOTCHES VB
A flu/pneumonia like malaise that is accompanied by an increasing number of purple blotches. It looks like the "purpura" (bruising) 
often seen with seniors, except that these blotches can be on people of all ages in all places on the body. This non-chemtrail, but 
government-made infection is very dangerous. Often it is seen with Ebola Reston which causes swelling and head stuffiness.

RAD INS RADIATION 
IONOSPHERE C

HAARP (High Amplitude Aurora Research Project) is changing the ionosphere into a micro-wave type of both an emitter of 
radiation and a magnetism distorter. The sun drives the power through this outer atmosphere earth bubble so that we are slightly 
cooked and distorted. Chemtrails intensify and further twist these rays plus make oxygen less available. Earth changes and current 
ground ELF waves add more to the  effect. We become short-tempered, confused, forgetful, disorientated, short of breath and 
anxious. This sickness is vague but sure, making us feel unsure. This remedy goes well with the remedy SAFE.

WHOP FD WHOOPING FEDS VB Heavy, hacking cough especially when lying down. Phlegm, fever/chills, weakness, stiffness, different aches for different people. 
Sometimes needs Fusoform Nasopharnyx for lingering phlegm. Courtesy of government contrails.

WTC AFT WTC AFTERMATH BC Chemtrail. Symptoms are queasy after eating, headaches (sometimes), exhaustion, coughing (sometimes). Worse with dairy 
products. Sounds like the western world way of life these days.

YER SYN YERSINIA 
SYNTHETICA B This appears to be a government synthesized form of the common cause of the bubonic plague. There is evidence of wide-spread

spraying in more than the US.
ZNC CLD ZINC CHLORIDE C Imbalances electrolytes for digestive and adrenal distress and locks in respiratory distress.  Part of contrail spraying in 99.
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